
Project goal:
1. Popularizing popular science among college students about Chongqing's tourist attractions and
customs and snacks;
Implementation: text description, pictures show specific scenery
2. Display the information and pictures of various scenic spots, and show the differences of each
scenic spot to users in a three-dimensional way, as well as the tour events of the scenic spot;
Using words and pictures, it vividly shows the style and customs of Chongqing.
1. What is the cheapest way to take transportation in Chongqing? 2. How to get to a scenic spot
quickly? And other specific information
4. Users share their impressions of the scenic spots they have been to
How: A way to create forums where users can freely express their views and opinions.
5. User registration and account management

For the crowd:
Young people aged 18 to 28 who are interested in traveling in Chongqing

Content usage:
At any time;
Most of the equipment;

Page design:
1. The front page
The home page adopts the form of wheel casting map to briefly introduce Chongqing related
scenic spots, and sets links for each wheel casting map, so that you can jump to related areas.
2. User discussion
Design a forum with reference to wechat moments and Weibo discussion areas, so that users can
express their views on scenic spots, upload pictures and videos, etc.
3. Personal account
Refer to most of the web login system, users need to register, login; Set the user's avatar,
nickname, and save the data in the database.
4. Real-time data query:
Make a map (using the existing API on the Internet), users can click the map to look up the
relevant routes to scenic spots, as well as real-time road conditions; Make weather system, users
can check the recent weather online in advance, convenient to arrange travel in advance.
5. Background Introduction:
This page is based on information display. Users can choose to watch videos and browse related
articles (set links) to learn about different aspects of eating and drinking in Chongqing.




